Kafka schemas

Overview

Confluent Schema Registry supports three schema formats: Avro, Google protobuf, and json schema.

Avro is the standard solution. In addition, Angelo’s code that feeds Kafka data to the EFD uses Avro, and would not be easy to switch. So we should use Avro if we can.

The latter two are a recent addition and information is quite sparse about how Kafka uses json schema. For example: does Kafka fill in default values? the standard json schema validators do not.

Here are two comparisons between Avro and protobuf: a summary that likes both, and a detailed look, including schema evolution. It looks to me as if protobuf is very similar to Avro, with similar advantages and disadvantages. I see no reason to prefer protobuf over Avro.

json schema is what we use for CSC configuration files, so we have experience with it.

Schema Evolution

Avro was designed with schema evolution in mind. If every field in the schema has an explicit default value, we get very reasonable evolution automatically.

Protobuf also was designed with schema evolution in mind. It uses manually numbered fields, and as long as you don’t re-use a number you can add new fields and delete old ones.

json schema was not designed for evolution, but it seems to work. Read this for a description of how it works.  I tested schema evolution and found, as advertised in that link, setting additionalProperties=false allows one to add fields (but not delete them). This is much like Avro, and additionalProperties=false is my preferred way to run.

Arrays

SAL arrays are all fixed-length. This turns out to be a significant issue because neither Avro nor protobuf supports any kind of constraint on array length.

json schema is the only choice that supports array length constraints.
For Avro I see several options, none very attractive. This is hard because Avro has no support for field-specific metadata, not even a doc string:
• Encode the length in the field name, e.g. as an “_N” suffix. This is simple, but changes all our array field names. For example Test.arrays.boolean0 (which has 5 elements) becomes Test.arrays.boolean0_5.
• Add a “magic” field that specifies length. Generate the name from the array field name, use type int, and set the default value to required length. For example the Test.arrays topic has a boolean0 field with 5 elements. Add a _boolean0_length field with default value 5.
* Avro supports fixed-length byte strings using the “fixed” type. There is no metadata to describe what is encoded, so we’d have to pick a self-describing encoding, and one that always produces data of the same length. This would be a nuisance for readers, including the EFD kafka consumer.
All these options require extra code to validate the data before sending it (and, optionally, code to validate in readers). The fixed-length byte string option also requires custom code in the writer to encode the data, and reader to decode it.

If we turn our schemas into Python dataclasses, note that pydantic can handle array length via conlist, e.g. (from typing-iterables):
short_list: conlist(int, min_items=1, max_items=4)

Scalar Data Types

Avro supports: null, boolean, int (32 bit), long (64 bit), float, double, bytes (sequence of 8-bit unsigned), string (unicode). Support for everything we use except unsigned integers. I think we can easily live with this, and indeed we have been living with this for feeding the EFD.

Protobuf supports: bool, float, double, int32, int64, uint32, uint64 (and several variants of these with different encoding), float, double, bytes, string. Full support for everything we use.

json schema supports null, boolean, integer, number (float or int), string. No short integers, no unsigned integers, and no float. Thus:
• We need to learn how Confluent uses json schema to encode  integer and number, to see if it supports the length and precision that we need, and also if it is efficient enough (if short ints are sent as 64-bit ints and all floats are sent as double, that wastes bandwidth).
• We should also make sure Confluent can persist NaN as a number.
• In order to save space in the EFD we may have to use Avro to feed the EFD and produce two kinds of schemas from the XML. But that seems likely in any case, since our current code that feeds the EFD uses Avro and it’s not clear we can change that.

Default Float Value

The default value for float is a tricky question. NaN is most principled, and both Angelo and I prefer it. But it has issues:

• For Avro: NaN is not supported as a default in C++, though there is a patch that may be accepted.  Based on AVRO-2858 I think this is not an issue for Java, but we should test that and Python. In any case T&S can’t use NaN as a default until C++, Java, and Python all support it.
• Protobuf has a fixed default value for each type, and for float the default is 0.
• Json schema is like Avro in supporting per-field default values. However, I don’t know if Kafka pays any attention to the default values (the standard json schema validators do not), and if it allows “nan” (json does not, but extensions often do and allow it to be spelled as a string).

Note that DDS uses 0. Using NaN would break backwards compatibility, but I suspect we can live with this.

Validating Data Before Writing It

How to validate data in a salobj.topics.WriteTopic before trying to send it? It is important not to save the most recent value of a topic until we know it is correct. I have found these options:
• Use Kafka to serialize the data. This is very limited, because the Avro serializer (at least) ignores any input fields that are not in the schema. We could work around this by validating the fields before calling Kakfa to validate the data.
• Write a converter. In Python this would convert the schema to a dataclass (likely a pydantic class). I think most or all schemas have code generators for C++ and Java. Protobuf apparently even has a generator for Python, but neither Avro nor json schema do. However, our schemas are very simple so we could easily hand-code a Python tool that would produce pydantic classes.

Json schema doc Generators from schemas shows generators for Java and Python, but not C++. Our schemas are simple enough that it would probably be reasonable write one.

Receiving Data Into a Struct

We need to convert received data to a struct-like class (for backwards compatibility for salobj users, and for convenience). How best to do this? I see two options:
* Use types.SimpleNamespace. That is simple, uses a standard library, and will definitely work, but it would be nice to have a dataclass-like object that was more self-describing.
* If we generate data classes (as per Validating Data above) we can populate instances of those. This is nicer than types.SimpleNamespace, because it offers metadata about the fields.

We should be careful of performance. types.SimpleNamespace is quite fast for flat (non-hierarchical) data. All SAL topics are flat.

Registering Schemas

When should we register new schema? We have two use cases:
* Release a new ts_xml. I suggest we do this by pushing all the schemas to the standard registry in a special release process. I think it is not safe for SAL to to auto-push schemas (the way ts_salkafka does), because a mistake can easily lead to an unreleased schema being in the registry.
* Test new ts_xml by pushing schema to a local registry. In this case auto-pushing would be nice because it avoids the hassle of manually pushing updates. But manually pushing would be tolerable if users have a long-running local schema registry.

Unit Testing

For unit testing and integration testing Angelo uses pytest-docker with a similar docker compose setup to the one in kafka-aggregator. See this example.

Misc

Martin Keppmann wrote this interesting article about using the same topic for multiple different message types. This is useful for reducing the number of partitions and keeping messages in order. I hope we don’t need it.
